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2020 Overview – Year in Numbers 

The measures that the Greek government promptly adopted and the way these were respected and 
followed by the Greek tourism enterprises, further enhanced Greece’s brand image as a preferred 
(and safe) tourism destination. In doing so, we were able to gradually open up to international 
tourism from July 2020, with the country’s epidemiological criteria constantly being evaluated and 
measures adjusted accordingly. 

In 2020, the International Media Office focused on showcasing Athens and Thessaloniki as ideal 
city break destinations with a strong cultural burst and a blooming gastronomy. 

Special focus was also given on promoting Greece’s lesser-known island and mainland destinations
and unique experiences in nature, aligned with the general media desire to suggest covid-safe
travel experiences.  

1,174 print & online clippings

20 Press Trips

2 Group Press Trips 

16 Media Relations actions

10 markets

Austria, Germany, UK, France, 
Australia, Switzerland, Italy, 

US, China, Finland

29 destinations



Publicity highlights: Athens city break 



Publicity highlights: The mainland



Publicity highlights: The islands



Athens City Break



ATHENS CITY-BREAK

Athens has traditionally been a rewarding stopover for visitors– more often seen as an appetizer or
dessert than as the main course of their holidays. New attractions are drawing people to a city
already world-famous for its ancient charms: new world-class cultural venues, an art scene
brimming with creativity and confidence, great restaurants and bars, new openings and numerous
urban renewal projects all show that Athens is constantly gaining ground among its competitors.

Principal

Story Angles

• New cultural locations 

• City break destination

• Gastronomy 

• Unknown new 
neighborhoods

Target Markets

• Germany

• United Kingdom

• France

• Italy

Press Trips /  Media 
Relations

• Over the year, 2 
individual trips were 
implemented in Athens, 
along with 1 media 
relations.

Publicity Results

• A total of 131 print and 
online clippings featuring 
Athens were produced in 
2020*

*Some of the articles released in 2020 were the result of press trips that took place in 2019



Italian magazine on Athens’s rebirth

Italian          
Press      
Visit

Online | UVM: 1,400,000

The Italian version of the famous men’s magazine GQ
published an extensive online article for Athens,
depicting the city’s transformation following the crisis
years, with many brand new museums, trendy bar and
restaurants have opened, as well as with many interesting
locals’ initiatives have been applied, so as the city has
been established among top city break destinations.

“Athens is doing all it can to recover to the point of winning the
World Travel Award in 2018 as the best destination for a
weekend in Europe. Thanks to the mild climate, the affordable
prices and that feeling of renaissance that can be found
everywhere.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.gqitalia.it/lifestyle/gallery/atene-cosa-vedere-fare-mangiare-weekend


Airline’s inflight magazine presents                             
a new capital

German                                        
Press                                 
Visit

Print & Online
Circulation: 514,600 | UVM: 132,450

Lufthansa airline’s inflight magazine published a 12-page print and online feature on Athens in both English
and German languages, focusing on the city’s vibrant and established street art profile, while also hosting
quotes of city’s significant street art’s representatives.

“Street artists have turned the Greek capital into an outdoor gallery, and Athens now has a new museum of
modern art, too."

Read the online 
article

https://magazin.lufthansa.com/xx/en/travel-en/move-over-ancient-art/


German sports magazine on iconic Marathon

German                                        
Press                                 
Visit

Print & Online
Circulation: 50,000 | UVM: 20,000

German bimonthly sports magazine Running published a four-page feature on both print and online
versions, highlighting the historical Athens Marathon, focusing on the great emotions derive from
participation in this great race, as well as the joyful vibe is being developed among co-participants during the
race.

“In the end, the absolute highlight is waiting: the finish line in the time-honored Olympic stadium of
antiquity. We reach the Panathinaiko Stadium, are celebrated in the stands by the spectators and are happy
with everyone else who also mastered this atmospheric hero journey. It is a very unique run."

Read the online article

https://www.running-magazin.com/reportage/athen/


French magazine votes for Athens’s gastronomy

French          
Press      
Visit

Print | Circulation: 107,000

Well established French monthly culinary magazine
Saveurs published an eight-page feature on Athens’s
gastronomy treasures, presenting an in depth guide for
the city’s flea markets and local products, representative
dishes and recipes, as well as listing the must-visit culinary
addresses that should not be missed during a visit in
Athens.

“In this thousand-year-old city, eras, styles and cultures. Walk
through its neighborhoods, in the aisles of its markets and in its
taverns."



French sports magazine on Athens Authentic 
Marathon

French                            
Press                              
Visit

Print | Circulation: 25,000

French bimonthly sports magazine Runner’s World published a four-page feature on Athens’s greatest sport
event, highlighting the unique emotions are resulting from participating in the historical race, as well as
promoting Athens as an ideal destination for a visitor, combing the Marathon with a city break escapade.

“The story goes back to antiquity. When after running 40km, Pheidippides arrived in Athens to announce the
Greeks' story versus the Persian army, just before he collapsed, dead from exhaust, the messenger
pronounced one word: Nike (victory in Greek). This mythical race gave birth to the modern marathon.”



Scottish Journalist visits Athens and follows the 
Socrates’ path

Scottish          
Press      
Visit

Online | UVM: 766,000

Print| Circulation: 50,000

A travel feature published in Scottish media, online &
print, presenting all the reasons why Athens is now a
top city break destination, not from the classic tourist
aspect but by its historical paths, culinary culture and
its own people that are more than willing to
recommend places to unveil.

“And, yes, there was a chance to go for a dip too with
a historic little town the backdrop rather than
crammed sun-loungers and red-faced tourists. Far
from the madding crowd, it was bliss.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.inverness-courier.co.uk/lifestyle/greece-enlightening-190000/


UK magazine showcases a gastro-explosion of senses in 
Athens

UK          
Press      
Visit

Online| UVM: 92,000

Leading UK magazine published the first article
presenting a detailed gastronomic guide for Athens,
focusing on worth-visit culinary addresses, top bars
and roof gardens that you have to visit on your city
break in Athens….

“An iconic European capital abuzz with a feeling of
reinvention, Athens effortlessly blends its ever-present
ancient history with world class bars, rooftop
locations and gastro eating experiences offering
modern twists on Greek cuisine.”

Read the online 
article

https://houseofcoco.net/a-food-and-drink-guide-to-athens/


German magazine praises Athens through 48hrs 
guide

German 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 98,000

German upscale consumer travel magazine published
an extended 4page feature highlighting all the reasons
Athens is now a top city break destination, from the
everlasting cultural identity and culinary scene to the
looming neighborhoods and authentic local spots.

“Whoever comes to Athens for the first time, is
surprised how comfortable city and lets you roam. A
lot of delightful things are hidden in the pedestrian
zones, alleys and parks.”



The mainland



Principal
Story Angles

• Diverse natural landscapes

• Adventure activities

• Culture & local customs

• Local gastronomy

Target Markets

• Germany

• Austria

• Switzerland 

• USA

Press Trips & Media 
Relations

• Over the year, 8 media 
participated in individual 
or group press trips that 
were designed and 
implemented across 
mainland destinations, 
along with 1 media 
relations.

Publicity Results

• In total, 338 clippings, 
both print and online, 
were produced in 2020* 
on mainland destinations

MAINLAND GREECE 

This year, we continued the strategy to showcase mainland destinations & highlight their authentic
activities and experiences, with emphasis given on tailored press trips to Central Macedonia and
Peloponnese. Moreover, a group of German media visited Thessaloniki and had the opportunity to
explore its rich culture, amazing landscape and gastronomy.

*Some of the articles released in 2020 were the result of press trips that took place in 2019



UK medium savours Thessaloniki’s delicacies

UK           
Press       
Visit

Online | UVM: 18,000,000

UK’s top-tier travel portal Culture Trip
published an extensive article on
Thessaloniki’s thriving culinary scene, fully
detailing city’s local delicacies and traditional
flea markets, as well as focusing on new
gastro spots created by creative locals
applying modern forms and techniques, that
should be included in every food visitor’s
bucket list.

“Thessaloniki is a crossroad of flavours and a
metropolis of tastes. Nowhere else in Greece
can someone find so many different flavours
combined on the same table”.

Read the online 
article

https://theculturetrip.com/europe/greece/articles/feasting-in-greece-why-thessaloniki-should-be-your-next-culinary-getaway/


UK medium presents enchanting Meteora

UK           
Press       
Visit

Online | UVM: 18,000,000

Besides Thessaloniki’s culinary article, an
extra one has been published on the great
UK’s portal, providing in depth details for the
stunning Meteora and its magnificent rocks,
as well as focusing on region’s great history
and alluring natural landscapes.

“Meteora is one of the few areas in the world
where the combination of natural beauty
with monasteries and religious traditions
makes it an attraction for visitors worldwide”.

Read the online 
article

https://theculturetrip.com/europe/greece/articles/8-reasons-you-need-to-visit-meteora-greece/


German Media Group features 
revived Thessaloniki

German 
Press       
Visit

Print | Circulation (total 85): 922,693

Numerous German regional media of Funke
Mediengruppe publishing house published a detailed
article for Thessaloniki, focusing on the city’s rich
history and culture, vibrant character, flourishing
gastronomy and creative youth spirit.

“Thessaloniki is more than just a starting point for a
beach vacation – it is a city with a multifaceted
history, young energy and extremely creative
gastronomy.”



Canadian newspaper highlights cycling 
in Greece

Canadian                     
Press                            
Visit

Print & Online
Circulation: 125,000 | UVM: 1,100,000

The Canadian weekly newspaper Winnipeg Free Press published a three-page feature on Spetses and
Nafplio, showcasing both destinations’ outdoor profile, as it provokes its readers to explore them on a bike.

“The ride from Nafplio to Astros is mostly along a magnificent coastline — blue waters to one side and pine
trees on the other.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.winnipegfreepress.com/gdpr/


US Media falls for the untouched Greek Mainland

US                    
Media 
Relation
s

Online: | UVM: 5,000,000

Leading US travel guide published a feature
focusing the unique charm of the mainland
presenting the rich cultural and historical
heritage of the Greek mainland by
highlighting as top destinations Ioannina,
Meteora, Nafplio and Monemvasia.

“Here are four regions in mainland Greece
that will impress you with their history,
scenery, and a great mix of things to see
and do. They've been here for centuries,
and aren't going anywhere any time soon.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/4-under-the-radar-destinations-in-mainland-greece


German journalist dips into Epirus’s long history & 
wild nature

German           
Press       
Visit

Online | UVM: 1,438,493

Print| Circulation: 47,720

Following a group press trip to Epirus, first articles
were published in German newspaper Siegener
Zeitung, print and online, showcasing the virgin
nature of the Vikos-Aoos- National Park, the stone
arch bridges, the traditional villages that they had
their own story to tell and the delicious traditional
tastes of the region.

“Zagori with 46 stone villages as well as its
monasteries and churches and an untouched but
breathtaking mountain landscape – it is an insider
tip for tourists: Epirus in the north-west of Greece
could certainly be considered one of the best-kept
secrets.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.siegener-zeitung.de/siegen/c-themenwelten/im-land-der-steinernen-raupe_a195031


Top Tier German magazine unveils Peloponnese

German                     

Press                            

Visit

Print |Circulation: 91,000

After the first publication of the feature in
Brigitte magazine, follows a second 7 – page
publication on Peloponnese region, a place
full of contrasts, history, culture and
mythology, highlighting Mani with its
towers, Nafplio with marble pavements and
bougainvillea in the alleys, Cape Tenaro, the
southern part of Mani.

“It's obvious: the water is so turquoise that
shimmers here like nowhere else. Two
friends explore Peloponnese’s endless
blue.”



UK magazine struck by Nafplio’s uniqueness and 
charm

UK           
Press       
Visit

Online | UVM: 92,000

Second article from the UK magazine, taps
into Nafplio’s irresistible romanticism,
highlighting the colorful alleys, the blue
balconies, the unique historical mixture of
architecture and reveals all the gastro - spots.
It also follows the ancient Greek routes of
Epidaurus and Mycenae spotting their
mythical importance.

“With its picturesque alleys and terracotta
houses, pastel colored shutters and iron
balconies, the irresistible charm of Greece’s
first capital is hard to be ignored.”

Read the online 
article

https://houseofcoco.net/exploring-nafplio-the-prettiest-town-in-mainland-greece/


UK Media’s Travel itinerary: a guide for Athens & 
Nafplio

UK           
Press       
Visit

Online | UVM: 92,000

A third story was published in the top tier UK
magazine, hosting a day-by-day detailed
itinerary with the worthy spots you must visit
and enjoy in Athens and Nafplio.

“The mainland is teeming with the ruinous
structures of ancient civilizations, hilltop forts
and picturesque seaside towns built during
the old years of foreign rule.”

Read the online 
article

https://houseofcoco.net/how-to-spend-a-long-weekend-in-mainland-greece/


German journalist presents Epirus’ autumn charm

German           
Press       
Visit

Online | UVM: 4,371,758

Print| Circulation: 68,740

Following a group press trip to Epirus, an article was
published in the leading German newspaper Die
Welt, in both print and online versions, showcasing
the virgin nature of Vikos Gorge, the picturesque
Zagorochoria villages, the stone arch bridges, the rich
history and the experience of a wonderful hiking.

“The next morning we set off to the mountainous
northwest of Epirus, a sparsely populated region
with peaks over 2,000 meters high, steep valleys and
canyons, where, as almost everywhere in Greece, we
meet herds of sheep.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.welt.de/reise/nah/article216761256/Griechenland-Epirus-im-Herbst-ist-bezaubernd-und-einsam.html


German magazine falls for the wild beauty of 
Mani

German                     

Press                            

Visit

Print |Circulation:138,308

Further to the initial publication of the
feature in GEOSaison magazine, a second
article appeared in the leading women’s
magazine focusing on the Peloponnese
region, a place full of contrasts, history,
culture and mythology. The article
highlights Mani and its towers, Nafplio with
its marble pavements and bougainvillea in
the alleys, as well as Cape Tenaro, the
southern part of Mani.

“Green mountains show us the way in the
Peloponnese. Bright yellow broom lines the
road, elegant cypresses stand in espaliers,
oleanders and pomegranates bloom in
front of whitewashed houses, and the air -
soft as velvet.”



Epirus: a natural treasure and a monument for 
the next generations

German           
Press       
Visit

Online | Total UVM: 133,157

Print| Total Circulation: 8,993

German media published a feature, on print and
online versions, following the group press trip in
Epirus in 2019, highlighting all these that consist the
unique landscape of Epirus: the significant biotope of
Pindos National Park, the ancient oracle of Dodoni,
the city of Ioannina with its history and picturesque
lake, the traditional villages and so many more.

“Hikers come to the mountainous village of Zagori,
because the Pindos National Park, which begins just
behind the village, offers perfect opportunities for
smaller and larger tours.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.morgenweb.de/mannheimer-morgen_artikel,-reise-aeltestes-orakel-des-antiken-griechenlands-_arid,1700192.html


The Islands



THE ISLANDS

Principal 
Story Angles

• Culinary experiences

• Beaches

• Sports activities

• Authentic villages

• Local traditions

• Cultural events 

Target Markets

• Germany

• United Kingdom

• Australia

• US

Press Trips /  Media 
Relations

• Over the year, 18 media 
participated in individual 
or group visits to island 
destinations, along with 8 
media relations.

Publicity Results

• In total, 561 clippings, 
both print and online, 
were released in 2020* 
featuring Aegean and 
Ionian Sea islands.

*Some of the articles released in 2020 have resulted from press trips that took place in 2019

THE ISLANDS

In 2020, emphasis was also given not only to lesser-known Greek island destinations but also to
already established ones, by showcasing unknown experiences and activities offered. The main
goal of the organized trips was to showcase the authentic & unique characteristics of each
destination through experiential activities and local flavors. As a result, extended features were
published highlighting destinations such as Santorini, Paros, Naxos, Folegandros etc. Moreover, a
group of German media visited Chania and had the opportunity to participate in the olive oil
harvest, the rakokazana festive and to enjoy the warm hospitality and the Cretan gastronomy and
landscapes.



UK magazine on intact Cycladic islands

UK         
Press       
Visit

Online | UVM: 16,800,000

Leading UK magazine went online with a fully detailing
guide for both Milos and Folegandros, provoking its readers
to visit these lesser known and non-crowded islands,
highlighting the fact that a visitor can find alluring landscapes
and authentic experiences on them, always combined with
unique tranquility, which is missing at the more major and
established islands of Mykonos & Santorini.

“And sure enough, in a country with countless ancient
treasures to tempt visitors with, Mykonos and Santorini still
attract more tourist footfall than anywhere else in Greece.
Unsurprisingly, the other islands are often as stunning as
their supermodel sister Santorini – and you’ll get the added
bonus of feeling wholesome at not contributing to over-
tourism.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.harpersbazaar.com/uk/travel/a30453645/why-you-should-swap-mykonos-and-santorini-for-milos-and-folegandros/


UK’s leading medium dazzled by the 
off-grid Astypalea

UK         
Press       
Visit

Print | Circulation: 450,064 

Online| UVM: 1,400,000

Prominent UK’s Sunday Times published an extensive
article on tranquil Astypalea, highlighting the unique beauty
of the island’s natural landscapes, as well as focusing on the
warm heart locals’ slow paced everyday life and their
willingness to offer the most authentic experiences to the
island’s visitors.

“Serenity is a given. Often, all I can hear is the sea and the
wind; or the Sunday choir-like jangle of goat bells.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/astypalea-the-greek-island-that-time-forgot-cmwk6qmrt


UK newspaper showcases 
year-round Greece

UK                            
Media                            
Relations

Print | Circulation: 450,064

An extra four – page desk article has been published on the leading newspaper, presenting Greece as an
ideal year-round destination. Marketing Greece has provided informative material to the journalist regarding
the best Greek destinations available at each and different season of the year.

“Not that bothered about beaches? Western Crete, with its winter sunshine and snowcapped peaks, is a
superb off-season stage for hikes through wild gorges, raki rituals with locals and comforting cuisine in cosy
alpine-style villages.”



Leading German magazine showcases the 
lesser known islands of Greece

German 

Media 
Relations

Online | UVM: 294,309,605

Top tier online German magazine published an
extensive article on lesser-known Greek islands as
the top destinations after the Covid-19 pandemic
referring to their stunning landscapes, their
authenticity and unique elements, following material
distributed by Marketing Greece.

“But this should not detract you from holiday joy – we
present five fantastically island paradises in Greece
that you did not yet know.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.focus.de/reisen/griechenland/check-zum-reiseauftakt-urlaub-in-griechenland-bald-wieder-moeglich-hellas-trauminseln-zum-verlieben_id_12031801.html


Top tier US Media showcases a new era in Santorini
after the lockdown

US 

Media 
Relations

Online | UVM: 757,000,000

The leading US media published an online article on the
situation existing in one of the most famous and visited
Greek island, Santorini. The article focuses on the speech
of Greece’s Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis in
Santorini, the international visitors that arrived in Greece
from July 1 and how the residents and business sector of
Santorini faced the post lockdown period. Marketing
Greece provided relevant information and photo material.

“And while that means a brutal time ahead for some
businesses, others on the island are relishing the
prospect of a new era, one in which Santorini's beauty
can flourish without being turned into a "machine that
just created money."

Read the online 
article

https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/santorini-tourism-coronavirus/index.html


German Media present the Greek tourism after 
COVID-19

German 

Media 
Relations

Print| Circulation: 5,273, 152

Online | UVM: 176,789,143

52 German newspapers published the story of
journalist Winfried Schumacher trying to depict
the after Covid-19 era in Greece and in which
each ways it affects the tourism in Greece,
hosting interviews from dominant
representatives of the Greek tourism sector.
Marketing Greece provided relevant information
and arranged the interviews.

“Greece so far has been not affected so much by
the pandemic. Crete has so far only few Covid-19
incidents. Nevertheless, the tourists are only
returned in July.”



German newspaper unveils the wild charm 
of Samothraki

German               
Media                          
Relations

Print | Circulation: 500,767

The leading German newspaper published an article
presenting the wild beauty of Samothraki, revealing the
hidden gems, the trails and the crystal waters of a lesser-
known island with a long history of older people being
refugees to Germany. Marketing Greece provided
relevant information.

“Half an hour later we reach the next waterfall, which is
surrounded by rocks and trees, turquoise luminous water
falls. Magical.”



Top UK Medium reveals a different side of 
Santorini

UK                     
Press                            
Visit

Print |Circulation: 317,817
Online | UVM: 8,283,000   

The leading UK newspaper The Sunday Telegraph
published a three-page feature on Santorini, showcasing
how the island has been restored from the lockdown and
highlighting the unique beauty, the gastronomy and the
experiences of Santorini, as it provokes its readers to
explore it.

“As one of the first to return to this glorious Greek island,
Rachel Howard discovers that its long-lost go-slow charm
has been restored.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/greece/articles/santorini-as-never-seen-before-instagram-favourite-hibernation-coronavirus/


Crete: the post quarantine period & the Cretan 
hospitality

UK                                     
Press                              
Visit

Print | Circulation: 450,064

The top tier UK newspaper published an extended
feature after being the first to travel in Greece
following the lockdown, presenting the strict sanity
measures that have been followed by the hotels and
restaurants due to the virus but also praising Cretan
spirit, beauty and hospitality that remain
untouched.

“With deserted beaches and tavernas catering to
handfuls of locals, the Aegean island feels just like it
did in the 1970s. The earliest international visitors
are in for a treat.”



German magazine showcases Kos as a 
holiday Mecca

German               
Media                          
Relations

Print | Circulation: 355,6830 

Prominent German weekly lifestyle magazine published a
three-page feature on Kos, providing a fully-detailed guide
for the Dodecanese’s island, including its secluded beaches
and rich gastronomy hot spots, as well as its unique beauty.
Marketing Greece provided relevant information.

“Fantastic sandy beaches, fascinating monuments from
antiquity, a wide range of hotels, water sports facilities,
beautiful villages and picturesque windmills - the Greek
island in the eastern Aegean is a Holiday Mecca.”



German newspaper reveals Paros & Antiparos

German               
Media                          
Relations

Print | Circulation: 355,6830 

The German weekly magazine published a second 5-page
feature showcasing Paros with its romantic alleys, the
beautiful beaches, the churches with bright blue roofs &
peaceful Antiparos, Tom Hank’s favorite place. Marketing
Greece provided relevant information and photo material.

“At the moment is it more sensible not to travel. But we
would like to continue giving you suggestions for your
vacation planning and places to dream, like Paros and
Antiparos”



German medium on the hidden gems of 
Karpathos

German                     
Press                            
Visit

Print | Circulation: 98,721

Following a group press trip in 2018 in Karpathos, a
third six-page feature was published, revealing the
secret natural beauty, the unrevealed pearl beaches,
the traditions that still depict the island’s vibe and
listing the reasons why a visit there should not be
missed.

“Karpathos with its 324 km², it is not that big island
but has an incredible variety of beaches, bays and
hiking trails to offer.”



Leading UK magazine reveals the secret charm of 
Santorini

UK          
Press      
Visit

Online | UVM: 2,500,000

Top tier UK magazine published an article presenting
the unknown side of Santorini, focusing on
gastronomy, interesting cultural spaces, outlining how
the lockdown permitted to the island to breath and
reveal its unique beauty.

“The whitewashed walls, cobalt blue roofs and
stunning sunsets of Santorini have long been catnip
for selfie-stick toting hordes, leading to over-tourism
that threatened to destroy the Greek island. Then
along came Covid-19 – and the chance for a fresh
start, says Felicity Byrnes.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/santorini-tourism


Mexican

Media                          
Relations

“Santorini's red beach is one of the most famous of
the island. It is a small beach and attracts many
visitors with its stone cliffs in red and black volcanic
colour.”

Santorini, the dream place for Mexican magazine 

Print | Circulation: 30,000 

Mexican magazine published an extended bucket list
feature including destinations around the world that
must be visited among which Santorini is also
included. Marketing Greece shared information and
photos with the magazine.



German newspaper showcases the 
unknown side of Paros 

German                     
Press                            
Visit

Print |Circulation: 53,587

The German newspaper published a two-page
feature on Paros, revealing un unknown side of the
island and highlighting all it has to offer: pearl
beaches, hiking routes, picturesque villages,
labyrinthine alleys... The island is sophisticated
and cosmopolitan, but also traditional at the same
time.

“Paros is good at hiding its treasures. At first sight, it
looks like a typical Cycladic island: the white of the
houses, the blue of the church domes, the pink of the
triplets and the black of a too long ouzo evening.”



Australian family magazine hops 
on and off the Cyclades

Australian 
Press Visit

Online | Total UVM: 93,640

Print | Total circulation: 20,000

Australian print and online family magazine published an article
on island hopping to Santorini Folegandros, Paros, Antiparos and
Naxos. The article unveils the unknown beauty of Cycladic islands,
the gastronomy, the local authenticity and their family aspect.

“But this is the Cyclades – head out for one adventure, stumble
across another. For one of the world’s most family-loving
destinations, where kids are kings, life slow, food delicious and
activities sublime, set your compass and splash into your own,
epic odyssey.”

Read the online 
article

https://outandaboutwithkids.com.au/greek-islands-family-holiday/?fbclid=IwAR0BI5xX3nNhU_vEKA95eGpLOv3B2Z11cpXeUSfMz6w2gZnIdxpO8QIsNlg


Santorini: The myth of Atlantis is calling

German                                     
Press                              
Visit

Online | Total UVM: 6,720,890
Print| Total circulation: 647,204

Numerous print and online publications in German
media highlight the mythological aspect of
Santorini. The article focuses on the myth of Lost
Atlantis and the interactive museum as well as the
archeological site of Ancient Thera, where myth
meets the truth.

“In addition, there was plenty of building material on
the island. Once again parallels to Plato's Atlantis
can be seen, whose inhabitants built ‘towers and
gates’ from it.”

Read the online 
article

https://rp-online.de/leben/reisen/europa/platon-ueber-atlantis-santorin-als-ursprung-des-mythos_aid-53877739


Special Projects



German group press trip to Thessaloniki 

From September 22 to 27 we organized a Group Press Trip to Thessaloniki and 5 top – tier
German media had the opportunity to explore Thessaloniki as an ideal city break destination, to
unveil its rich culture and flourishing gastronomy and discover a mythical escape, the mountain
Olympus.



German newspaper praises the allure of 
autumn in Northern Greece

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 160,213

Following the press trip in Thessaloniki, an article
was published on the German daily regional
newspaper Siegener Zeitung, highlighting the
atmospheric ambience of Greece’s second largest
city, blending antiquity with modernity and culture
with gastronomy. The journalist was also dazzled by
the hiking in the mythological mountain Olympus as
well as by the rich history of Vergina.

“Black clouds have gathered over Olympus. From the
throne of Zeus a muffled rumble echoes down into the
valley… In antiquity, no one would have come up with
the audacious idea of paying Zeus a visit.”



German newspaper pays tribute to the 
charming Thessaloniki

German 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 133,969

German daily regional newspaper published a
detailed feature, following the press trip in
Thessaloniki, highlighting the flourishing gastronomy,
wine tasting, rich history, nearby excursions to
cultural treasures and mountainous landscapes;
somewhere between antiquity and contemporary,
Thessaloniki is an open-air museum, a modern city
that has too many to offer.

“But before the sun goes down, the five-kilometer long
and particularly wide promenade nestles directly at
the water's edge.”



Swiss media fall for the capital of North

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 152,566

Swiss regional media, print and online,
published detailed articles following the group
press trip in Thessaloniki. The articles focus on
the city’s rich history and culture, vibrant
character and flourishing gastronomy. Nearby to
Thessaloniki the article highlights a mythical
escape, the Mount Olympus.

“About 90 kilometers away the alpine region of
Mount Olympus lies, a national park and
biosphere reserve, but above all the "seat of the
gods" is an attraction to climb it.”

Read the online 
article

https://login.bazonline.ch/register/email?callerUri=https://www.bazonline.ch/in-thessaloniki-sind-goetter-und-geniesser-daheim-482799802265


German magazine explores Thessaloniki’s beauty

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 74,950

A four-page feature was published in the German
magazine, Kultur, supplement to Die Press newspaper,
highlighting the unique experiences of the group press
trip in Thessaloniki. The feature reveals the rich history
of Thessaloniki, as well as the city’s incomparable charm
and local gastronomy. It also follows the path of Great
Alexander, and the mountainous excursion to the Gods’
home, Olympus.

“A piece of the Orient in the Occident: In Thessaloniki,
Byzantine, Ottoman and modern Western culture touch
each other. A city on fire.”



German group press trip to Chania 

A German Group Press Trip took place in Chania between October 28 and November 2 with the
participation of 8 journalists from leading German media. The participants enjoyed the
gastronomical experiences and the jeep safari to Lefka Ori and also had the chance to
participate to the olive oil harvest and the rakokazana festive.



German newspaper highlights Chania’s charm 

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 48,117

Further to the group press trio to Chania,
German newspaper featured Chania’s old city
with the labyrinthine alleys, the mouth-
watering Cretan dishes, the historical ethnic
diversity and the visit to Sfakia.

“Walking through the labyrinthine alleys of the
old town around the Venetian harbor, the visitor
passes through the "Odos Skridlof", the leather
alley.”



German media captured by Chania’s beauty 

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Online | Total UVM: 3,449,946
Print| Total circulation: 232,893

Following the group press trip to Chania, one more
feature was published, both in online and print
German media. The journalist highlights the
diversity of the beautiful landscapes of White
Mountains, the unique Cretan dishes made with
pure local ingredients and warm hospitality.

“The unleavened soft cheese Myzithra and
Parmesan made from sheep's milk are considered
cheese specialties. They come directly from the
mountain pasture. Produced in huts where the
mountain massif Lefka Ori greets in a sunny face.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.nordbayern.de/freizeit-events/reise/geht-nicht-gibt-s-nicht-in-kretas-wildem-westen-1.10577344


German journalist was thrilled by the 
golden liquid

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 47,193

One more extended feature was published in
German media about the Cretan olive oil, further
to the group press trip. The journalist described
the olive oil harvest in Chania during autumn
and admired the Cretan olive oil.

“The 35-year-old Louvaris and his family are
among Crete's approximately 4,500 olive
growers, and on this morning on the last
weekend in October he is giving a group of
German journalists an insight into the harvest.”



Raki: a combination of history and Cretan hospitality

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 43,840

The German regional newspaper published a feature
following the group press trip to Chania. The feature
highlights the traditional production of raki,
mentioning that the traditional rakokazano
experience is a community affair, an expression of
Cretan culture and hospitality.

“Then the distillery operator becomes almost a little
philosophical. "Our raki is not just a product. It's also
an expression of Cretan culture and hospitality.”



German newspaper highlights olive harvest 
experience in Chania 

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 48,117

Frankfurter Neue Presse published a second
article, which exclusively focuses on the Cretan
olive oil. The journalist praises the so-called
“liquid gold” and describes the experience of
being part of the local olive harvest.

“Crete is known to many Germans as a popular
vacation destination. Those who have visited
the largest Greek island also know that olive
oil of the best quality is produced there.”



German journalist applauds the pandemic
measures in Crete

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 20,822

Following the group press trip to Chania, the
German newspaper published an article on how
Greece was a preferred destination due to
particularly low Corona cases and the restrictions
imposed by the government which applied to the
whole country - including the less affected islands.

“Now Greece is also in lockdown. For a long time,
the Aegean country was a preferred destination for
many Germans - also from the Emsland region -
due to particularly low Corona cases.”



German medium praises the Cretan olive oil

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 43,840

The second article in Emsland Kurier newspaper
focuses on the procedure of olive oil and the
different methods used to get the olives from the
trees.

“The best aroma comes from the olive oil when
the olives are still quite a bit unripe and need
about two more days to ripen’, the olive mill
manager explains when he returns to the
production facility.”



German newspaper captivated by Chania 

German

Group 

Press 

Visit 

Print | Circulation: 47,193

The German newspaper published an extended
article, following the group press trip to Chania.
The journalist in his feature describes the
charming Chania, a city with character, culture
and history and the guided jeep tour to Lefka Ori
mountain and the visit to Sfakia.

“At every step, the visitor realizes very quickly that
he falls on history. Under almost every square
meter of Chania there is a testimony of the past.”



Press Releases



German media highlight the Athens Great Walk

German 

Media 
Relations

Online | Total UVM: 433,508,686

Print| Total circulation: 545,234

118 top tier print and online German media published a
story on new experiences and new stories on various
destinations around Europe among which the new
project “The Athens Great Walk”. The article showcases
one of the largest urban initiatives ever held in the
capital, creating the most beautiful urban landscape
routes in Europe.

“This will allow visitors to the Greek capital to walk
between many of the archaeological sites and
attractions - from the Acropolis and ancient Agora to the
Academy of Athens to the Olympic Stadium, according
to Marketing Greece.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.volksfreund.de/magazin/reisen/wattwanderungen-an-der-nordsee-sind-erlaubt_aid-51352811


German media unveil autumn destinations in Greece

German

Media 

Relations 

Online | Total UVM: 42,803

Print| Total Circulation: 42,500

Online and print German media reproduced
Marketing Greece’s press release about Greek
autumn & winter destinations. The article showcases
beautiful places for vacation in Greece like
Peloponnese, Chania, Epirus, Pelion as top autumn &
winter destinations.

“For connoisseurs, active holiday-makers and culture
lovers: Who would like to do without overcrowded ski
lifts and grey days in the alps this year or simply make
up for the missed summer journey, Greece is the ideal
destination.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.imaginemag.ch/griechenlandurlaub-im-herbst-und-winter/


German Media sense the Greek Christmas magic 

German

Media 

Relations 

Online | Total UVM: 254,001

Numerous online German media published Marketing Greece’s
press release focusing on Greek Christmas traditions and
customs. Greek Christmas carols, the tradition of decorating the
Christmas boat, Saint Basil’s cake – Vasilopita and many more
that put us in the Christmas spirit.

“Greece is full of customs and myths with its venerable history.
This is no different at Christmas time. So many Greeks decorate
their apartments and houses at the contemplative time with a
small Christmas boat, called ‘Karavaki’.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.news-research.net/2020/12/rachign-gian-el-belen-und-karavaki-die-spannendsten-weihnachtsbraeuche-weltweit/


German News Agency DPA



German news agency follows the 
wine routes of  Nemea

German 
press    trip

Online: | UVM: 246,258,392
Print: | Circulation: 939,452

Following a press trip to Nemea, German news agency
published a feature on Nemea and it’s rich wine history,
reproducing more than 110 publications focusing on the
tradition’s revive and the cultivation of old varieties.

“Wine has been made around Nemea for thousands of
years. After the financial crisis in 2008, many young
people made a name for themselves - with good ideas
and a good education. The winemakers are reviving the
old varieties.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.zeit.de/news/2020-07/23/nemea-belebt-griechische-weintradition


German Media fall for winter in Crete

German                     
Press                            
Visit

Print & Online
Circulation (total 268 ): 2,758,709 | UVM: 121,121,723

Following last year’s great spread, 269 more German regional media reproduced the story for winter in
Crete that the German News Agency DPA has initially dedicated. The article promotes Crete as a winter
destination, consisting of year-round cultural landmarks to visit, mountainous landscapes to explore and
authentic locals to meet.

“Most people know Crete as a summer destination. But even in winter you can go on holiday on Greece's
largest island - the clocks tick differently.”

Read the online 
article

https://www.welt.de/reise/nah/article204477012/Kreta-Im-Winter-laesst-die-Insel-viel-Zeit-fuer-den-Genuss.html?wtrid=onsite.onsitesearch


Greece in the spotlight 



Greecefromhome: Virtual tours as a corona gateway

German 

Media 
Relations

Broadcast| 10,000,000

Top tier German news agency DW hosted a small
interview of Marketing Greece CEO Ioanna Dretta,
regarding the corona restrictions on travelling and the
new twist on virtual travels mentioning Marketing
Greece support on the GREECEFROMHOME initiative.

“We are practically sharing our love for Greece,
showing things that we know our friends around the
world love as well like food, music, wine. Just to keep
people happy and give them the feeling that they
have in Greece.”

See the video 

https://twitter.com/dw_environment/status/1255486492522274817


In strategic partnership with

Blogtrotters



Polish blogger reveals authentic Crete

Polish
Group 
Blogger  
Visit

Blog UVM: 350,000

Following her previous blog publication solely depicting the
culinary profile of Crete, the prominent Polish food blogger
Madame Edith published a new blogpost, listing six
authentic landscapes, visits, tours and tastes should be
included in every visitor’s wish-list while on the island.

“Sfakia are abandoned villages, coastal strongholds, as
well as bungee jumping and the most wonderful, because
they are not crowded, beaches with crystal clear water and
a huge number of caves that you can enter. This is also my
personal No. 1 in Crete - the bay and town of Loutro, which
I will write to you, because it is something that I did not
expect in Crete.”

Read the blog 
post

https://madameedith.com/podroze/kreta-top-6-nieoczywistych-atrakcji/


UK food bloggers map the perfect guide for 
Hippocrates’s island

UK Blogger          
Visit

Blog UVM: 80,000

Well known UK travel and food blogging couple Food Fun
Travel visited Kos and published a fully detailed guide for
the island, including must-visit beaches and cultural sites,
information for idyllic boat trips to nearby islands and
island’s local products, as well as providing accommodation
and dining options that are available for every visitor.

“One of the prettiest things to do in Kos: On the slopes of
Mount Dikeos (or Dikaios), the small hill town of Zia has the
perfect vantage point facing north-west for incredible
sunset views out to the Aegean, towards the island of
Kalymnos.”

Read the blog 
post

https://foodfuntravel.com/kos-map-what-to-do-in-kos-greece-travel-guide-30-kos-attractions-beaches-food-activities/#nightlife


Italian blogger captures Zakynthian charm 

Italian 
Blogger 
Visit

Blog UVM: 3,000

Italian food blogger, Alessandro Zaccaro, who escorted 
Federica on her trip to Zante, published an extensive blog 
post specially praising the local cuisine along with the 
shades of blue complimented by breathtaking natural 
formations. 

“Well yes, Zante is not like the classic little Greek islands;
it’s much more… Zante is history, culture, food, wine but
above all uncontaminated nature. A very green island
where in some places you cannot even the sea beauty but
only a thick Mediterranean scrub.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.fancyfactory.it/zante-unisola-greca-tutta-da-scoprire/


Digital influencer couple uncovers Cyclades

German 
Digital 
Influencer 
Visit

Instagram: 322,000

During and after their island-hopping experience, the
blogging couple “jovi_travel” heavily posted on
Instagram (stories & posts), sharing their daily
adventures on Koufonisia, Sifnos and Milos with their
followers, triggering their interest to explore the
beauty of lesser-known Greek destinations.

“The colours that you see by far the most in Greece
are white & blue. Houses painted white with blue
shatters, the deep blue sea, the endless blue sky,
white churches with blue domes on top and we just
couldn’t get enough of it.”



German blogger reveals the authentic Crete

German    
Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 30,000

German travel blogger The Midnight Blue Elephant,
explored Chania in order to highlight its authentic and
breathtaking natural beauty and rich culinary culture.

“Crete and I – that was love at first sight. An unexpected
one because after all I had come to Greece in search of
iconic white and blue houses, and kittens. Crete only
delivered in the kitten department but I didn’t care, there
was grit and charm to the island and its people.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.midnightblueelephant.com/chania-travel-guide/


German blogger praises Chania’s charm

German  
Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 30,000

Throughout her stay and ahead of her blog post, the
blogger Annika Ziehen, shared her experiences with
her social media followers to motivate them to
explore Chania’s magical and unique beauty and
gastronomy, a land full of contrasts…

“In the morning get yourself a Greek coffee and
wander along the Venetian Harbor, walk to the
lighthouse, and take pictures of the Kucjk Hassan
Mosque, also called Mosque of the Janissaries.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.midnightblueelephant.com/chania-travel-guide/


German blogger falls for the emerald Island

German 
Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 30,000

The blogger also visited Thassos and published a
fully detailed guide for Thassos, including must-visit
beaches, sites, information for idyllic boat trips and
diving and island’s local products, as well as providing
accommodation and dining options that are available
for every visitor.

“Apparently, the island sees many holidaymakers
who come back year after year, and honestly, it is
easy to see why: Thassos offers something for
everyone, whether you want relaxing beach holidays,
action or culture, and most importantly for me –
great food!”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.midnightblueelephant.com/thassos-holidays/


German blogger captures Kavala’s charm

German 
Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 30,000

She also published a third extensive blog post for Kavala
specially praising the local cuisine along with the shades of
blue complimented by breathtaking natural formations.

“The city is known as the mecca of tobacco in Greece and has
a turbulent past with Byzantines, Ottomans, pirates, and as
home of Mohamed Ali. Time travel is possible when you go
for holidays in Kavala and especially if you are interested in
something else than Greece’s crystal clear water and have
ticked off the Acropolis, Kavala might just be the place for
you.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.midnightblueelephant.com/things-to-do-in-kavala-greece/


German blogger cites 13 things to love 
about Corfu 

German                     
Blogger                            
Visit

Blog UVM: 165,000

German travel site Travelettes published an extensive
feature showcasing Corfu's rich gastronomy and
culture through a detailed “to do list” and praising local
gastronomy, must visit spots and the warm locals that
she met during her visit.

“Corfu is truly something for everyone and I guarantee
that most people will fall in the love with the island
almost overnight.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.travelettes.net/13-things-to-love-about-corfu/


US blogger stunned by Athens’ nature, 
history and gastronomy

US

Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 10,000

The US-Greek blogger Joanna Kalafatis was invited to
explore the nature, history and gastronomy of Athens
through respective walking tour experiences. During her
stay she heavily posted on social media (stories &
posts), sharing her daily adventures on Athens with her
followers, triggering their interest to explore the charm
of the Greek capital.

“On the face of it, Athens is a sprawling chaotic city. But
it’s also a city with incredible depth, one that rewards
those willing to take their time, stroll along and really
explore.”



US blogger discovers nature 

right outside Athens

US

Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 10,000

The blogger’s first blog post was dedicated her
excursion to Parnitha. According to her descriptions, she
was impressed by how beautiful it is that there is this
incredible escape, this natural sanctuary, just 45 minutes
away from Athens.

“In fact, just under an hour from the dead center of the
chaotic, sprawling city I love, lies one of the most
beautiful, well-preserved nature retreats in Greece:
Mount Parnitha.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.losethemap.com/mount-parnitha-nature-athens/


US blogger explore Athens like a local

US

Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 10,000

The US blogger published a second, extensive blogpost
detailing an itinerary for Athens. The blogger’s post
focuses on the gastronomy treasures a visitor should
experience in the city and the so many delicious
Mediterranean tastes also walking the footsteps of the
Greek Philosophers...

“There is a reason I combined the food and philosophy of
Athens in one visit, and one post. For such a small
country, Greece has enjoyed (and again enjoys) popularity
throughout the world for many of its exports, whether its
products, natural beauty, or ideas.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.losethemap.com/food-philosophy-the-real-local-guide-to-athens/


German blogger collects memories from Greece

German 
Blogger  
Visit

Blog | UVM: 30,000

After visiting Greece this summer, the German blogger
Annika Ziehen, lists the Greek local products and souvenirs
that remind her of Greece and those that always have a
place in her suitcase such as traditional pasta, kourabie,
wine and mastic all made with love in Greece.

“Some of the best souvenirs to buy in Greece include, of
course, olive oil, honey, sweets and pastries, raki, ouzo,
and wine. The best part about buying them while you are
in the country is that you can go straight to the source,
support smaller, local businesses, and occasionally even
get an insight into production.”

Read the blog 
post

https://www.midnightblueelephant.com/souvenirs-from-greece/


Thank you!


